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Experience the most decadent and delectable treats in Steampunk Tea Party! Join Miss Emilly

Ladybird on a delicious adventure as she travels to fascinating destinations--just in time for tea!

Whether enjoying a relaxing tea ceremony in Shangri-La or protecting Her Majesty's tea and cake

against Martians, her exploits will be both tantalizing and tasty! Join the party and enjoy: More than

30 stunning recipes for all types of cakes, cookies, jams and beverages, all guaranteed to delight

your senses. Simple tips and tricks to create even more scrumptious choices that will impress your

very important guests. Beautiful Steampunk embellishments that will make your dishes the height of

conversation, no matter what exotic location you may visit.
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I haven't even tried any of the recipes yet, although there are many that look wonderful--I gave my

rating solely on the brilliant design and lavish photographs. Although I have never been one to

indulge (much) in role-playing--although I will admit I know a lot of people that do. This book makes

me want to drop a small fortune on a steampunk costume and have a Steampunk Tea Party of my

very own!

This is a great recipe book! I loved the push-up feature on one of the cakes! I went right out to buy

some and made the cakes myself. Also, I'm not a baker really, but the edible glitter was amazing!

The photos in the book are wonderful and make one want to run right out and start baking the treats



immediately!

I received a copy of this beautiful book as a present and have to admit to being greatly impressed

by the recipes not least the clever cocktails. The photos and style is lovely and the quirky stories

that accompany each section are amusing and add a certain uniqueness to what could easily have

been another recipe book. Forget the Steampunk in the title this is a good book for any teatime.

This book is a definite must have for anyone who loves Steampunk or just enjoys tea! The themes

and recipes are fun and imaginative. And the book is filled with are tons of beautiful photos that awe

and inspire.

This is a gift, if you want a run of the mill tea party book this is not for you, but if you have been

searching for something a bit different this is heaven. Great photos, nice recipes are well written.

Hope to be invited to tea once the gift is received.

Everything about this book is entertaining while being creative with tea time tidbits. Loved the

themed events, the illustrations, and the recipes.

I purchased a physical copy of this for my niece as well as the Kindle version for myself. Both

versions are laid out well and very attractive, and the text is amusing. As for the recipes, I've only

tried one so far - the Lavender Creams. They were a huge hit. The cookbook is British -

measurements are by weight and metric, not Imperial. Luckily I have a scale that does both and was

able to muddle through. It may be a problem for others, though.

I love the layout of this book. It made for interesting reading plus most of the recipes are calling to

me to make them up. I am so looking forward to making most of these recipes.
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